CASE STUDY

Relationship Maps and Playbooks Drive
Co-creation and Airtight Close Plans
_____

The Customer
Ortec is one of the world’s leading supply chain companies with over 1,750
customers.

The Big Challenge
Ortec was on a mission to transform its sales culture into a dynamic, process
and results-driven environment that included close collaboration with
customers throughout the sales process. We adopted a new sales process but,
recognizing that reps often struggle with adopting standard SFA and CRM tools,
we sought out a more interactive way of automating the new process.

Goals & Objectives


Unify the sales team with a consistent process and common language



 nable the sales management team to better evaluate and coach rep
E
performance



 ive ORTEC a true view of where they were in active deals to drive forecast
G
accuracy

The Solution
We evaluated several sales playbook offerings but liked how Revegy’s visual
sales planning tools provided more than just content …they provided an
illustrated view that guided reps through developing buy-in plans at every stage
of a deal.
Instead of just giving reps sales playbooks driven mostly by content, they now
had a visual roadmap of their deals and a step-by-step process for aligning
their sales activities with verifiable outcomes to ensure they were progressing
through the deal based on the prospects’ willingness to engage at each stage.

“

“By visually
mapping
out the deal
stakeholders and ORTEC’s
solutions to our prospect’s
buying requirements,
ORTEC was able to increase
their close rates and gain
better insight into the
health of our pipeline.”
- JEFF WILSON
President,
Ortec
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Life is Good
These opportunity planning and deal execution tools from Revegy
resulted in:


Improved management visibility into deals throughout the sales
process



Increased customer collaboration to improve stakeholder buy-in



 better perspective on buyer behavior to drive coaching
A
opportunities



Improved use of tailored content and sales tools throughout the
sales process

Sales reps and managers are able to better understand where they are in a
deal and how they align with the buyer’s process. Increased visibility into how
all deals were tracking enabled us to more proactively address any potential
risks, focus efforts on what the buyer needs to make progress and develop
buy-in plans for key stakeholders. These perspectives also enabled the Ortec
teams to develop close plans that were presented directly to the customer
to involve them in defining accurate timelines, and essentially developing cocreators in the deal.

For more information visit, Revegy.com to request a demo. 
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Revegy provides the sales platform that lets companies literally see what’s going on inside their largest accounts. Founded in 2005, Revegy helps sales teams navigate the maze of changing relationships,
competing interests, and corporate politics that always come with key accounts.

